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The great Dr. Samuel Johnson 
AS I SEE IT 
By Marcus Goncalves 
 
Almost 230 years ago, the world lost Dr. Johnson, as Samuel Johnson was known, a man of all seasons. Johnson 
was not only a British writer who made lasting contributions to English literature as a poet, essayist, moralist, literary 
critic and biographer; he was also an editor and lexicographer extraordinaire.  
 
But he has always been remembered, with the help of his biographer James Boswell, for greatness of spirit, mind, 
character, conduct, and art. Such is his great magnanimity, his piety and eloquence, so overwhelmingly obvious and 
affecting to those who know his writings, that it is with some difficulty that I write about him, as opposed to quoting 
from him.  
 
Although English is not my first language, I have tremendous respect and admiration for Johnson, probably passed 
on to me by one of my favorite professors in graduate school at Boston University, Dr. Aeschliman.  
 
I am not sure if there has been any critic after Aristotle that has carried more weight than Johnson, and I would be 
inclined to apply to Johnson himself the description that he gave to Sir Thomas More: "the person of the greatest 
virtue these islands ever produced." Cardinal Newman recognized Johnson's "great vigor and recourse of intellect" 
united with "a rare common sense and a conscientious regard for veracity." G. K. Chesterton used to say that 
Johnson was immortal because he "judged all things with a gigantic and detached common sense."  
 
C.S. Lewis went as far as to maintain that there are three great, inimitable, unique, authoritative voices in the history 
of Western moral culture, which everyone deeply acquainted with it thinks he knows: those of Socrates, Jesus, and 
Johnson.  
 
Johnson's character in early childhood, however, is striking. Not only was he so determined as a child that he 
persisted, or so the story goes, in attending church on his father's shoulders, he was likewise so self-assertive, 
particularly perhaps with women, that he actually beat his school teacher for following him protectively at a distance.  
 
Johnson was, nevertheless, an exceptionally intelligent and gifted man but surprisingly enough an uncouth character 
who had bad manners and an unsightly personal appearance. Nonetheless, he was especially admirable because he 
was the first English author to make a living entirely from his own writing rather than being subsidized by any patron. 
His "Letter to Lord Chesterfield" rejecting Chesterfield's patronage is a masterpiece and a sort of literary declaration 
of independence.  
 
One only needs to read a few of Johnson's works to realize that he could have had no idea of the political enormities 
and nightmares that lay in the future, in the much heralded "age of progress and rationality" foretold by French 
philosophers of the likes of Voltaire and Rousseau, whom Johnson so despised for their impiety and 
hardheadedness.  
 
While the works of authors such as Dostoyevsky and Kafka speak to a later world unknown to Johnson, his insights 
on the matters of morals and virtues go deeper, for this reader, than theirs, perhaps due to his profound Christian 
views.  
 
A writer as unsentimental and without illusion as they, Johnson at the same time maintains that our deepest and most 
important struggles are usually not with our environment or our fellows, but with ourselves.  
 
To this end, Johnson unflinchingly faced the unknown daily, but with none of the emotional masochism, self-
dramatization, and self-pity that are characteristic of today's romantic and modern tempers. For him, "the business of 
a wise man is to be happy." He wished and worked to be happy— despite crippling disabilities, disadvantages, 
hardships, and setbacks — and to make others happy. He saw in loving God and serving his fellows the right way to 
accomplish these ends.  
 
Johnson may very well have prepared, unknowingly, the way for the great ethical Victorians, as he hated slavery, 
imperialism, superficiality, amorality, and egotism.  
 
His call for perseverance in all we do is striking and inspiring, as for him few things are impossible when engaged 
with diligence and skill.  
 
For him, men's ambition is, generally, proportioned to their capacity since he believed that providence seldom sends 
any into the world with an inclination to attempt great things who have not abilities, likewise, to perform them. Hence, 
he went on to say that all the performances of human art, at which we look with praise or wonder, are instances of the 
resistless force of perseverance.  
 
How hard would it have been for Dr. Johnson to live in our days, as he dreaded instances when society would 
dissolve into a tumult of individuals, without authority to command or obligation to obey, where only power and 
appetite reigned?  
 
Instead, he loved descent, godly order and the questioning life of the mind, as his rational, orthodox, Christian theism 
was based on a faith neither weakly credulous nor wantonly skeptical. His open heart toward the poor and needy was 
also commendable, as he frequently gave to beggars in the street, and once told Boswell, "A decent provision for the 
poor is the true test of civilization.".  
 
Johnson may fairly be called the great champion of the obvious, as to him, the great truths are, above all, public, 
available equally to all "reflective" persons. But life is more than a matter of mind and spirit, and Johnson knew it, as 
he wrote that "to write and to live are very different. Many who praise virtue do no more than praise it."  
 
Indeed, when reading Johnson, it is like he is living and sharing a common possession that, because of him, we now 
see as anything but common, as if he is breaking bread with us in which much more than bread's seeming 
ordinariness is given and received.  
 
Genius, not only as a state of mind, but as a condition of the spirit and vocation to be lived, has no greater example 
than Dr. Samuel Johnson, a man of all seasons.  
 
Marcus Goncalves, Ph.D., is Associate Professor of Management and Chair of International Business Program at 
Nichols College in Dudley.  
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